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Abstract: Electroluminescence (EL) is a powerful tool for the qualitative mapping of the electronic
properties of solar modules, where electronic and electrical defects are easily detected. However,
a direct quantitative prediction of electrical module performance purely based on electroluminescence
images has yet to be accomplished. Our novel approach, called “EL power prediction of modules”
(ELMO) as presented here, used just two electroluminescence images to predict the electrical loss of
mechanically damaged modules when compared to their original (data sheet) power. First, using this
method, two EL images taken at different excitation currents were converted into locally resolved
(relative) series resistance images. From the known, total applied voltage to the module, we were
then able to calculate absolute series resistance values and the real distribution of voltages and
currents. Then, we reconstructed the complete current/voltage curve of the damaged module.
We experimentally validated and confirmed the simulation model via the characterization of a
commercially available photovoltaic module containing 60 multicrystalline silicon cells, which
were mechanically damaged by hail. Deviation between the directly measured and predicted
current/voltage curve was less than 4.3% at the maximum power point. For multiple modules of the
same type, the level of error dropped below 1% by calibrating the simulation. We approximated the
ideality factor from a module with a known current/voltage curve and then expand the application to
modules of the same type. In addition to yielding series resistance mapping, our new ELMO method
was also capable of yielding parallel resistance mapping. We analyzed the electrical properties of
a commercially available module, containing 72 monocrystalline high-efficiency back contact solar
cells, which suffered from potential induced degradation. For this module, we predicted electrical
performance with an accuracy of better than 1% at the maximum power point.
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1. Introduction

Electroluminescence (EL) imaging is a powerful tool to delineate the local and overall electrical and
electronic properties of photovoltaic (PV) modules [1–6]. Mapping of EL allows for the characterization
of not only single solar cells, but also modules and even complete module strings in large area
photovoltaic systems. Thus, this method is capable of detecting electronic or electrical effects on the
length scale, from micrometers to tens of meters, depending on the spatial resolution of the camera
(and on the diffusion length of carriers). Most commonly, EL images provide qualitative information
about the pure existence of defective parts of cells or modules in a photovoltaic system [1,2]. Sometimes,
from the shape of luminescence patterns it is also possible to conclude on the type of defects [6].
Moreover, if EL measurements are combined with other characterization techniques, it is sometimes
also possible to quantitatively predict the electrical performance of the cell, module, or module string [5].
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However, so far it has not been possible to make quantitative predictions on the performance of cells,
modules, or module strings, just from EL measurements alone.

This contribution presents a novel method for the quantitative prediction of the electrical properties
(i.e., the current/voltage curve) of all cells in a photovoltaic module, just from EL measurements.
The method is particularly appropriate for PV modules, which can be damaged by mechanical impact,
such as hail, wind, snow, and earthquakes, and/or for modules which suffer from potential induced
degradation (PID). In both cases, either the series resistances of the cell fragments or the shunt
resistance of a total cell have changed when compared to the original, undamaged state. For these
cases, we are able to convert electroluminescence images into either a series resistance or a parallel
resistance map. With these maps, together with data from the original data sheet of the undamaged
module, we are then able to predict the complete current/voltage curve of the damaged modules.
Therefore, we are also able to quantitatively predict the electrical power loss of the damaged modules.
The current/voltage curves, which we predict by means of our novel ELMO method are in excellent
agreement with the directly measured curves.

2. Modelling Principle

2.1. Basic Principle of the ELMO Method

The electroluminescent signal in solar cells or modules stems from the recombination of electrons
and holes, which, due to applied voltage at the junction, are in non-equilibrium. The luminescence
signal therefore locally originates from the diode itself as well as from the bulk of the material within a
radial distance of the order of a diffusion length. Luminescent intensity depends on the current across
the junction. The junction current, in turn, depends on:

• The junction voltage (which is only part of the externally applied voltage due to series resistances);
• The ideality factor and saturation current density of the diode; and
• The shunt currents that circumvent the diode.

Our ELMO method makes use of two independent principle ideas for modelling mechanically
damaged modules as well as PID affected modules.

2.1.1. Series Resistance Mapping of Mechanically Damaged Modules

The mechanical damage of modules, in a first order approximation, does not change the quality of
the junction (ideality factor, saturation current density, shunt resistance), but only the series resistances
due to broken contact fingers and bus bars, for example. Therefore, it is possible to generate a series
resistance map just by comparing two EL images. The first image is taken at a relatively low current
(with all the external voltage dropping across the junction). As introduced by Potthoff et al. [3], in this
case, the highest luminescence intensity in each cell measures the voltage share (operating voltage) of
each cell to the total applied voltage. Potthoff et al. used this method to calculate the overall module
series resistance from a second EL image with higher current injection (with parts of the voltage also
dropping at the local series resistances as well as connecting resistances between the cells). Here,
we extended the approach of Potthoff et al.

We determined the maximal possible luminescence of each cell at high current injection, as
predicted from the low current EL image without series resistance dependence.

Consequently, each local series resistance was directly related to the reduced luminescence
compared to the maximal luminescence in each cell. In addition, in the high current EL image,
the series resistance at the location of maximal luminescence was no longer negligible.

Therefore, we determined the resistance at the location of maximal luminescence and thereby
quantified all local series resistance of the cell in respect to the local resistance at the location of
maximal luminescence.
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For this purpose, based on data sheet information, we calculated the mean series resistance of
the originally defect-free cell. We assumed that in each cell at least one partial area persisted with a
good connection to the bus bars, which was appropriately described by the respective portion of the
mean series resistance of the defect free cell. Therefore, the highest EL signal of each cell in the high
current EL image represented the lowest series resistance in this particular cell. These lowest series
resistances were in a constant ratio to the mean resistance of the defect-free cell. Therefore, in each
cell we quantified its local series resistances relative to the lowest series resistance (i.e., the mean
resistance of the defect-free cell) by evaluating its local luminescence intensities relative to the maximal
luminescence of the particular cell.

2.1.2. Parallel Resistance Mapping of PID Modules

The PID of modules, within the most simplified approximation, does neither change the junction
(ideality factor, saturation current density) nor the series resistances, but the parallel resistances of the
constituting cells. As a consequence, if there is still one defect free cell left in the module, we are able
to calculate all parallel resistances with respect to this defect free cell, which exhibits the highest mean
luminescence signal in the low current EL image. This reference cell calibrates the EL intensities of
all other cells, at a relatively low current with all the external voltage dropping across the junction.
Therefore, the reduction in luminescence of the PID affected cells originates from leakage/shunt
currents through the parallel resistances. As a consequence, the low current EL image directly allows
for the quantification of the parallel resistance of each cell and maps the parallel resistances of a
PID module.

2.2. Mathematical Description of ELMO

2.2.1. Series Resistance Mapping from EL Images

The simplest and most common approach for describing the electrical properties of solar cells
and even total PV modules is the evaluation of the one-diode model. Figure 1a shows the equivalent
circuit of the one-diode model, with the photo current source providing the photo generated current
density Jph, series resistance ri,s, the diode parameters with the ideality factor nid and saturation
current density J0, as well as the parallel resistance ri,p, which reproduces the current(I)/voltage(V)
curve of each solar cell with cell index i in a module with a total number N of solar cells. Further
simplified for a module in the dark (Jph = 0), Figure 1b shows the simplified equivalent circuit in the
case of an idealized parallel resistance ri,p = ∞. The junction voltage Vi = Vi,c − Ji,cri,s generates the
luminescence intensity Φi.
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as a change in parallel resistance of cell i and influences the junction voltage  by reducing the 
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Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of each solar cell i in a PV module (a) and simplified circuit for an idealized
solar cell (ri,p = ∞) in the dark (Jph = 0) (b). Mechanically damaged and cracked solar cells influence
the junction voltage Vi by means of a changed series resistance ri,s. In contrast, PID can be modeled as
a change in parallel resistance of cell i and influences the junction voltage Vi by reducing the current
through the junction. The luminescence intensity Φi results from the junction voltage Vi.
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Specific defects such as mechanically damaged and cracked solar cells only change the local series
resistance ri,s, i.e., the equivalent connecting resistance of partially separated segments. The diode
parameters (J0 and nid) are assumed to be unchanged and still the same as for the originally defect
free solar cells. In contrast, defects like PID, in the simplest approximation, only change the parallel
resistance ri,p of a cell.

These assumptions allow us to calculate the change in series resistance ri,s or parallel resistance
ri,p directly from EL images, which essentially map the local junction voltages V′i . Each luminescence
intensity captured in each pixel of an EL image or even larger segments of approximately the same
intensity are described with equivalent circuits, as shown in Figure 1a,b.

Figure 2 shows the parallel connected spatial distribution of equivalent circuits for evaluating
the local luminescence intensities Φ′i(x, y) inside a solar cell i with cell voltage Vi,c. The cell current
density Jc = Ji,c is identical for all series connected cells inside the module.
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Figure 2. Equivalent circuit for referencing the local luminescence Φ′i(x, y) to the reference luminescence
Φi,ref(x0, y0), the highest luminescence intensity of cell i. The resistance Rcon cumulates the contact
resistance as well as bus bar resistance between the individual cells. The local junction voltage V′i
generates the local luminescence Φ′i(x, y) as part of to the cell voltage Vi,c taking the voltage drop ∆V′i at
each local series resistance r′i,s(x, y) into account. The reference luminescence Φi,ref(x0, y0) is generated
by the local reference junction voltage Vi,ref(x0, y0).

Since the local luminescence intensities,

Φ′i = C exp
(

V′i
nidVth

)
and Φi,ref = C exp

(
Vi,ref

nidVth

)
(1)

captured in an EL image depend exponentially on the local junction voltage V′i (x, y) of cell i, an increase
in local series resistance r′i,s(x, y) decreases the local junction voltage V′i (x, y) and therefore also
decreases the local luminescence intensity Φ′i(x, y).

The index i represents the cell number inside the module up to the total number N of cells. Each
locally assigned value is indicated by an upper quote throughout this paper. Depending on the spatial
resolution of one cell in the EL image, each local value is also mapped by x and y inside each cell i.

Potthoff et al. proposed that in each cell, even with cracks and inactive areas, there is always
one spot (x0, y0) with good connection to the bus bars [3]. As a consequence, the series resistance
ri,ref(x0, y0) at this location is the lowest series resistance. Therefore, this part of the cell shows the
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highest luminescence intensity Φi,ref(x0, y0) in the EL image. If this EL image is generated with low
current density Jc (approximately Jc < 10% of short circuit density Jsc [3]), the voltage drops are
negligible across the local reference series resistance ri,ref(x0, y0) as well as connecting resistances Rcon

between the cells.
Based on this simplification, Potthoff et al. calculated from the low current EL image the

contribution of each cell to the overall module voltage Vmod used for generating the EL signal. Their
evaluation of the low current EL image quantitatively connected the local luminescence Φ′i(x, y),
measured in arbitrary units, to the local junction voltages V′i (x, y) of each cell i in the module with the
calibration factor:

C = N

√√√√ ∏N
i=1 Φi,ref

exp
(

Vmod
Vth

) , (2)

calculated with the reference luminescence intensity Φi,ref(x0, y0) of each cell i up to the total number
N of cells, the module voltage Vmod for generating the EL signal and the thermal voltage Vth [3].

At this point, we extend Potthoff et al.’s approach. For EL images from higher current injections
(Jc & 30% Jsc), the local series resistance, even at the brightest spot, is no longer negligible. Though,
if the series resistance ri,ref(x0, y0) at the brightest spot is well known, all other series resistances
ri,s(x, y) can be calculated in relation to the reference series resistance ri,ref(x0, y0) at the brightest spot.
Here, we assume that this reference resistance ri,ref(x0, y0) remains unchanged by the structural defect
and is therefore directly proportional to the mean series resistance ri,s,ds of the cell in the originally
produced defect free module (data sheet module).

Our approach calculates the mean series resistance rI,s,ds of undamaged and all identical
cells from the data sheet of the undamaged PV module. The mean series resistance
rI,s,ds = rs,ds = Rmod,s,ds/(AcN) is derived from a lumped one-diode model with the total module
resistance Rmod,s,ds, the cell area Ac and the number of cells N that represents the data sheet information
of the module.

The reference series resistance ri,ref(x0, y0) at the brightest spot always represents the minimal
series resistance of the cell. This minimal resistance ri,ref(x0, y0) = drs ri,s,ds, is calculated taking the
statistical deviation drs from of the mean resistance ri,s,ds of the defect free cell into account. For the
similar spatial fluctuation of the series resistance of defect free cells, the statistical deviation drs is
assumed to be constant and identical for all cells.

Based on the equivalent circuit of Figure 2, we evaluate the local luminescence intensities Φ′i(x, y)
in each cell i. The influence of parallel resistance is neglected. Therefore, the total local current density
J′i (x, y) is equal to the total current through the local diode and thereby proportional to the local
luminescence Φ′i(x, y).

Using the exponential dependence between the local current density J′i (x, y) and the local voltage
V′i (x, y), the local luminescence intensities Φ′i(x, y) as well as the reference luminescence Φi,ref(x, y) are
proportional to their local current densities,

J′i = J0

(
Φ′i
C

)
and Ji,ref = J0

(
Φi,ref

C

)
(3)

at each local region (x, y) of a cell i and the reference region (x0, y0) of the same cell. Therefore,
the voltage difference,

Vi,ref −V′i = Vi,c − ∆Vi,ref −
(
Vi,c − ∆V′i

)
= ∆V′i − ∆Vi,ref = nidVth

[
ln
(

Φi,ref

C

)
− ln

(
Φ′i
C

)]
= nid Vthln

(
Φi,ref

Φ′i

)
(4)

is defined with respect to the local luminescence intensities Φ′i(x, y). Combining Equations (3) and (4)
results in:

nidVth ln
(

Φi,ref

Φ′i

)
= J′i r′i,s − Ji,ref ri,ref (5)
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for each region of interest (x, y) with the local series resistance r′i,s(x, y) in relation to the reference
region (x0, y0) with the local series resistance ri,ref(x0, y0). As a result, the local series resistance,

r′i,s =
nidVth ln

(
Φi,ref

Φ′i

)
+ J0

(
Φi,ref

C

)
drs rs,ds

J0

(
Φ′i
C

) (6)

for each individual cell i is calculated combining Equations (3) and (5). The thermal voltage Vth,
the ideality factor nid, as well as the saturation current density J0 are assumed to be identical and
constant for all cells and unrelated to the structural defect. Thereby, all local luminescence intensities
Φ′i(x, y) from the high current EL image (compare Figure 1a) are transposed into the series resistance
mapping r′i,s(x, y) further discussed in Section 2.3.

Since the statistical deviation drs of series resistances is at first unknown and itself depends on the
calculated series resistance map r′i,s(x, y), we use the bisection method to calculate the factor drs from
Equation (6) iteratively.

We start from a guessed initial statistical deviation (drs � 1) and calculate the module series
resistance map r′i,s(x, y) from the high current EL image. Then, we derive the mean series resistance
rk,s of one defect free cell (i = k) from the sum of all local series resistances r′k,s (x, y) divided by the
number of pixels per cell. Using the bisection method, we adjust the statistical deviation drs iteratively
until the mean series resistance rk,s derived from series resistance map r′k,s (x, y) equals the series
resistance rs,ds of one defect-free cell derived from the data sheet. This calibration of the series map
with respect to the data sheet allows for the transposition of the EL image into a series resistance input
for the simulation model, shown in Section 2.3.

However, the resistance map r′i,s as well as the mean series resistance rs,ds derived from the data
sheet, depend on the assumed ideality factor nid. Therefore, all further simulated results need to be
evaluated in relation to an ideality factor expectation interval. As a further approximation, the ideality
factors of all cells are assumed to be identical. Nevertheless, these approximations already lead to
excellent results when comparing simulated and measured I/V curves.

2.2.2. Parallel Resistance Mapping from EL Images

Figure 3 shows the equivalent circuit for evaluating the mean luminescence Φi of each cell i in
relation to the maximal mean luminescence Φref of all cells. Here, the same principle approach as
shown in Section 2.2.1 evaluates the total parallel resistance ri,p of each cell i. However, this parallel
resistance approximation (PRA) only holds true if the evaluated defect type is limited to change in
parallel resistance and is not additionally influencing the local series resistance of the cell.
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Figure 3. Equivalent circuit for referencing the mean luminescence Φi of individual cells i (PID affected
cells) to the cell with the maximal mean luminescence Φref (best cell). The cell current density Jc is
identical for all cells connected in series and for each cell i divided into the current Ji,p through the
parallel resistance and the current density Ji,d through the local diode.
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The connecting resistance Rcon between the cells and the local series resistance r′i,s is neglected for
the cell current density Jc < 10% Jsc, used for generating the low current EL image. The cell current
Jc = Ji,c being the same for every in series connected cell, is divided into parallel resistance current
density Ji,p and local diode current density Ji,d. The diode current density Ji,d of a cell i is proportional
to mean luminescence Φi, defined analogously by Equation (3). Solving for the parallel resistance
current density,

Jref,d = Jc − Jref,p (7)

at the reference cell with the maximal mean luminescence Φref and using Equations (1) and (3) results
in the relation,

J0
Φref

CPRA
= Jc −

nidVth
rref,p

ln
(

Φref
CPRA

)
. (8)

In this case, taking into account the reference parallel resistance rref,p, the calibration factor,

CPRA =
J0 rref,pΦref

nidVth
W0

{ J0 rref,p

nid Vth
exp

( J0 rref,p

nid Vth

)}−1

(9)

is calculated by solving Equation (8) with the main branch W0 of the Lambert-W function. Using
Equation (8) analogously for the mean luminescence Φi of all other cells instead of the reference cell,
the parallel resistance,

ri,p =
nidVth ln

(
Φi

CPRA

)
Jc − J0

Φi
CPRA

(10)

is calculated for each cell i. The cell current Jc is well-known, since it needs to be adjusted and measured
to generate the low current EL image. The recombination current density J0 is calculated from the data
sheet information of the PV module and only the ideality nid remains a scalable parameter. Again,
all further simulated results will be evaluated in relation to an ideality factor expectation interval.

2.3. Series Resistance Segmentation and Module Simulation

Figure 4a shows the high current EL image and Figure 4b the low current EL image of a
photovoltaic module with 60 multicrystalline silicon solar cells (cell area Ac = 243 cm2). In both images,
darker regions with lower EL intensity indicate cracked cells with fully or partially disconnected
cell areas.
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Figure 4. False color EL image of a hail-damaged photovoltaic module with 60 multicrystalline silicon
solar cells (module A) at (a) supplied current of 37% of short circuit current Isc = 8.3 A with 100 s
exposure time and (b) with 7% Isc with 360 s exposure time. The local intensities Φ′i in the low current
EL image in (b) are downscaled proportional to the exposure time ratio. For the false color visualization,
both images are normalized to the individual maximal luminescence intensity Φmax of the high current
image in (a).
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To quantify the impact of those structural defects we convert the luminescence image shown
in Figure 4a into a series resistance map. Based on series resistance mapping, our simulation model
predicts the overall power loss induced by the change in local series resistance of the individual cells
with all cells connected in series.

Starting from the series resistance map, Figure 5 shows the simulation principle for calculating the
predicted power loss compared to the data sheet performance. Figure 5a shows the series resistance
map r′i,s(x, y) with colored segmentation categories in units of Ω cm2. The space in between the cells is
cut out and excluded for the series resistance segmentation. Figure 5b (red box) qualitatively shows
the histogram of categorized series resistances r′i,s(x, y) of one cell i with the relative area Ai,seg/Ac of a
segment, as a share of the total cell area Ac.
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Figure 5. False color segmentation of series resistance mapping (a). Predefined and separated into ten
segments with the relative area Ai,seg/Ac as a share of the total cell area Ac, all cells are individually
modeled, as shown by the area segmentation histogram in (b). The model shown in (c) contains the
series resistance segments ri,seg and the constant diode model parameters extracted from the data
sheet (green box). The ideality factor nid is identical for all cells and varied between 1.0 < nid < 1.4.
The reverse characteristics for describing the reverse current density Jrev depending on the breakdown
voltage Vbr = −15 V as well as the breakdown model parameters n = 2.3 × 10−3 and a = 1.9 are
numerically modeled, as proposed by Quaschning [7]. From the data sheet, all other parameters are
calculated, transposed into the series resistance map and scaled by the relative area of the segment.
All cells i are connected in series and simulated with the bypass-diode configuration of the module.

The mean series resistance ri,seg in each segment is used for the simulation model shown in
Figure 5c, predefined into ten segments. Each series resistance is weighted by its relative area Ai,seg/Ac.
All constant diode model parameters (green box in Figure 5b) are directly derived from the data sheet
or calculated from a one-diode model. Figure 5c shows the resulting simulation model for cell i.

All cells i = 1, 2, . . . , N, with a total number N of cells, are connected in series and simulated
with the bypass diode configuration of the module (typically 20 or 24 cells anti-parallel connected to a
bypass-diode).

Note, fully and partially disconnected cell areas potentially limit the short circuit current density
Jsc of the cell. In this case, highly damaged cells with a large part of the cell being disconnected, are no
longer acting as a current source. These cells operate under reverse bias (Vi,c < 0) and limit the power
output of the module, depending on their interaction with the bypass diodes.

Therefore, the reverse characteristics for describing the reverse current density Jrev under reverse
bias (Vi,c < 0) are numerically modelled as originally introduced by Bishop [8] and further applied by
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Quaschning [7]. As proposed by Quaschning, for describing multicrystalline solar cells we incorporate
the breakdown voltage Vbr = −15 V, as well as the avalanche effect under reverse bias by the non-linear
multiplication factors n = 2.3 × 10−3 and a = 1.9. Again, we assume identical cells with the same
breakdown model unrelated to the defects.

Finally, by evaluating the ideality factor expectation interval (identical ideality factors for all cells),
in this case 1.0 < nid < 1.4 for the ideality factor of multicrystalline silicon solar cells, we find excellent
agreement compared to measured results.

To evaluate PID modules, the simulation model is further simplified. Since the change in parallel
resistance influences each total cell i, no segmentation is needed. Therefore, the series resistance of
each cell i is extracted in a straightforward manner from the data sheet and only the overall parallel
resistance ri,p of each cell is varied in the simulation model based on Equation (10).

3. Experimental Results

3.1. Hail-Damage Modules with Cracked Cells

As a reference measurement, a multicrystalline silicon PV module (module A) was characterized
via the measured I/V curves of each individual cell of this module. The characterized module with
60 multicrsystalline cells (data sheet maximum power Pmpp = 230 Wp) was already installed prior to the
experiments and showed multiple cracked cells after on-site hail impacts (compare Figure 4a). The bus
bars in between the cells were reached by drilling small holes through the backsheet encapsulation.
At the interconnections between the cells, the positive and negative contact of each cell, was accessible.
A Keithley 2651a source-meter captured the I/V curves of each cell, as well as of the total module,
while a halogen-lamp solar simulator irradiated the module with the equivalent solar irradiance Eirad
= 600 W/m2 (0.6 suns). All I/V curves were transposed into standard test condition (STC) equivalent
electrical characteristics. The EL images were captured by a cooled Si-CCD camera (FLI MicroLine
ML8300M, 8.3 Megapixel) and downsampled to a fixed resolution of 100 × 100 pixel/cell.

Figure 6a shows the measured irradiance Eirrad on the total module and Figure 6b the measured
temperature Ti,meas during the acquisition of the I/V curves for each cell i. Figure 6c shows the
calculated series resistance Ri,s, numerically derived from a two-diode equivalent circuit which
reproduced the I/V curves for each cell i. These parameters are mandatory and used for deriving the
STC characteristics of all cells.Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  10 of 14 
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Figure 6. Measured irradiance Eirrad (a) and temperature Ti,meas (b) during I/V curve acquisition of
each cell i of a multicrystalline module with 60 cells (module A). (c) Calculated series resistance Ri,s for
each cell i from a two-diode equivalent circuit reproducing the measured I/V curve. All three values
(Eirrad, Ti,meas and Ri,s) illustrated in the images (a) to (c) were used to calculate the I/V curve at STC.
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Based on the temperature coefficient of the total module, the open circuit cell voltages
were transposed into temperature values Ti,meas. The temperature was calibrated by a reference
measurement at room temperature immediately before performing all further measurements.
Here, we assumed that the cells maintained room temperature during measurement, without any
temperature drift. Therefore, depending on the location of the cell inside the module, two tracked
open circuit voltages were used to determine each cell temperature Ti,meas during I/V measurements.
Irradiance Eirrad was measured via a reference cell directly placed beside the module and showed only
weak fluctuations during the measurements.

Since the contacts of all cells were accessible, the cell temperatures Ti,meas were derived from the
open circuit voltage of one cell in the middle, as well as from one cell at the edge of the module. These
two cell voltages acted as temperature sensors inside the module and represented the cell temperatures
more accurately than an overall measured module temperature, typically measured by sensors placed
at the backside of a module.

Based on the individual I/V curves, the maximal power Pi,mpp of each cell i was extracted.
Figure 7a shows the maximal power Pi,mpp of the individual cells extracted from the I/V measurements,
normalized to the maximal measured cell power Pmpp,max in the module. Comparing the measured
normalized cell powers of each cell i with the EL image in Figure 4a, the location of strongly damaged
cells, indicated by dark regions in the EL images, matched the location of cells with low power output
(dark yellow) in Figure 7a. The cells located at the top of the module in Figure 7a showed the strongest
deviation, since there were no damaged cells in the EL images. However, this can be explained by the
increased series resistance induced by the measurements (only in this case) using the junction box.
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Figure 7. Measured maximal power output (a) and simulated maximal power output (b) for all
individual cells. All cell powers were normalized according to the maximal measured or simulated cell
power in the module and colored by the same false color scale. The location of defective cells and the
normalized cell power was in good agreement comparing simulation and measurement.

Comparing the measured results in Figure 7a with the simulated results in Figure 7b, initially
using the ideality factor nid = 1 (lowest ideality factor from the expectation interval 1.0 < nid < 1.4),
an excellent agreement between the normalized cell powers was found. Further, the maximal measured
power of the total module Pmpp,meas = 209 W ± 5% (at STC) was also in good agreement with the
simulated power expectation interval 200 W < Pmpp,sim < 209 W, depending on the chosen ideality
factor 1.0 < nid < 1.4. The highest deviation was found for the ideality factor nid = 1, resulting in a
maximal deviation of 4.3% compared to the measured power output. Since our I/V measurements
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usually showed an accuracy of ±5% for maximum power (at STC), these simulated results were
already in the expected range of accuracy.

In addition to module A with open contacts at the backside of the modules, we further evaluated
our method using two untreated modules of the same type (module B and module C). All three
modules (A, B and C) were installed on the same site prior to the experiments and showed damage
from hail-impact, with varying degrees of power loss. Figure 8 shows the resulting simulated power
losses for all three modules using module A as the calibration module for the simulation.
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Figure 8. Normalized false color EL images (a), calculated series resistance maps colored by categorized
mean series resistance of segments ri,seg (b) and simulated normalized power output of all cells of
modules A, B and C (c). The simulated and normalized power output of cells identify the most severe
defects in each module.

As an additional calibration possibility aimed at a more accurate ideality factor approximation,
we assumed that there was always access to one calibration module with a well-known I/V curve and
not only data sheet information. Therefore, we used the already characterized I/V curve of module A
to find the optimal ideality factor nid. The assumed ideality factor for calculating the series resistance
map of module A was adjusted until the predicted power loss in the simulation showed a deviation to
the measured I/V curve of MPP below 1%. The optimal ideality factor nid = 1.4 was then applied to
predict the power loss of module B and module C.
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Based on this calibration procedure, we found a deviation between the measured and simulated
results for MPP power output below 1%. Table 1 summarizes the calibrated simulation results of all
three characterized modules (A, B and C) with hail-damage from the same site.

Table 1. Calibrated simulation results of three multicrystalline modules (A, B and C) from the same
site with hail damage. The calibration module A was used to determine the ideality factor nid = 1.4
as the optimal simulation setup (Pmpp,meas(A) ≈ Pmpp,sim,c(A)). The calibration of the ideality factor
reduced error below 1% between the measured power Pmpp,meas and simulated power Pmpp,sim,c of
modules B and C.

Module Number Measured Power
Pmpp,meas [W] Measured Power Loss p [%]

Calibrated and Simulated
Power Pmpp,sim,c [W]

A 209 W 9.1% 209 W
B 198 W 13.9% 197 W
C 186 W 19.1% 186 W

3.2. PID Affected Module

As proof-of-concept of the parallel resistance approximation, we additionally evaluated EL
images of a high-efficiency module (data sheet maximum power Pmpp = 225 Wp) with 72 back-contact
monocrystalline solar cells (cell area Ac = 153 cm2) partially showing PID.

Figure 9a shows the low current (7% Isc) EL image of the PID module and the parallel resistance
map of each cell i in Figure 9b. For PID only affecting the parallel resistance of cells, Equations (9)
and (10) were used to directly calculate the parallel resistance Ri,p = ri,p Ac from the mean luminescence
Φi of each cell i with the cell area Ac. The result is shown in Figure 9b and was used to simulate the
expected power output. Again, all other simulation parameters (J0, nid and ri,s) were kept constant,
assumed to be unaffected by the defect and were extracted from the data sheet.
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Figure 9. False color EL image of a PID affected monocrystalline silicon photovoltaic module with
back-contact solar cells at (a) supplied current of 7% Isc with 300 s exposure time and (b) calculated
parallel resistance map based on Equations (9) and (10).

By comparing the simulated results with the measured I/V curve, we found excellent agreement
regarding the MPP power output with an error below 1% (measured power Pmpp,meas = 216 W and
simulated power 217 W < Pmpp,sim < 218 W) using an ideality factor expectation interval 1.0 < nid < 1.2.
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4. Discussion

Regarding mechanically damaged modules with cracked solar cells, our modelling principle
showed a clear physical relation between defect type and electrical characteristics based on common
one-diode-modelling and already leads to very accurate power loss prediction. However, the limits of
applicability with respect to the cells’ series resistances, as well as combination with shunts, need to be
further evaluated.

In practice, the power loss of PID affected modules is evident, but the origin and specific types
of PID are still under discussion. In the literature, there are several approaches for describing the
origin of PID [2,9–12]. Typically, the resulting power loss is either linked to processes increasing carrier
recombination due to degradation of the front side passivation layer, which increases the saturation
current J0, or PID is modelled by simply decreasing the parallel resistance for shunt-type PID.

However, by solving Equation (8) analogously for the individual recombination currents Ji,0 using
the mean luminescence Φi of the individual cells, we found no clear correlation between measurements
and simulations. Hence, we neglected the modelling approach based on a change in recombination
current, and we described PID as a change in parallel resistance only, by using Equations (9) and (10).

5. Conclusions

This work presented a proof-of-concept of the novel electroluminescence characterization method
ELMO based on series resistance mapping and modelling of photovoltaic modules with cracked solar
cells. The series resistance map was successfully extracted from two luminescence images with low
(<10% Isc) and high (>30% Isc) current injection. Using the data sheet information of the photovoltaic
module, the simulation model was capable of predicting the expected power output with an error of
less than 4.3%. By calibrating the ideality factor of the simulation using the I/V curve of the reference
module, the error in the power loss prediction for the other modules of the same type was reduced
to below 1%. By modelling PID as a change in parallel resistance, we approximated the power loss
with an error of below 1% without any further calibration. The simultaneous application of parallel
resistance approximation and series resistance mapping to predict power loss has yet to be evaluated.
Furthermore, the impact of image quality on the simulation results needs to be analyzed.
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